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Dear Madam/Sir,

My apologies for writing to you collectively. Unfortunately I a have problem 
receiving a reaction from Prof. Tiffiny Tung. As you can see in the enclosed email 
she finally wrote me after many attempts to get in contact with her. As you can 
read in the enclosed email, she ended her email saying: Let me know if you have 
any other questions. I indeed wrote to her again with some questions (on May 
1st), but I am afraid that my further emails never reached her; perhaps they have 
been blocked as spam.

For that reason I now write to you in the hope that one of you is willing to inform 
Prof. Tung that I would appreciate it very much to hear from her again.

Many thanks in advance for your co-operation

Yours sincerely

(Mr) Maarten van Hoek
Retired Geography teacher
HOLLAND

In case my email of May 1st indeed got lost, I enclose my email to her again:

Dear Prof. Tung,

Many thanks for your email and the answers to my questions.
I apologize for the inconvenience that my many emails may have caused.
Only after several emails I received the Out-Of-Office notice and then I felt a bit 
embarrassed about my impatience.
I now appreciate that you are busy at the moment.

It is good to know that La Real is on the west bank.
This is important to me as the rock art site of La Laja exactly overlooks that spot (have you 
seen La Laja? Very impressive!).
For that reason I would appreciate if you could inform me (if possible, of course) the exact 
location of La Real.
I enclose a photograph that I encountered on the internet of the Yupanqui Complex, but 
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which one, A or B (added by me), is the La Real Site?
Have you seen the petroglyphs of Kaspani or La Culata de Aplao just north of Yupanqui?

For my future study of the Majes Valley I would enormously appreciate if you could send me
some photos of the Beringa petroglyphs that you saw during your excavations.
To me it is important to see which style they have.
I hope that you have a few photos available for me.

Looking forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience

Kind regards

Maarten
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